Take cover in KL

Floors · Walls · Rugs · Pillows
Keleen Leathers has been developing premium vegetable tanned hard wearing leather for flooring for more than 25 years. We offer exceptional and unlimited design flexibility to create exquisite leather floors and walls. We have the capabilities to provide the most extensive offerings of premium leathers for floors, walls and cladding of architectural components such as staircases, furniture, and interiors of all kinds.

Unlimited colors and customization options ensure every project you do will be beautiful and unique.

Featuring Classic Tiles
Saddle Aniline Dyed Leathers.
Available in 9 Colors.
BELTwalk is heavy weight vegetable tanned premium leather provided in extremely long strips. Unlike square and rectangular tiles, the cutting yield we secure from hides reduces our cost to you by 50% for our exceptional floor and wall leathers. Additionally, the long strips offer far greater design flexibility for your amazingly unique interior applications.
Our KLAD™ panels offer all of our upholstery leathers as cushioned back modules delivered ready to install as a dramatic wall finish product. Designs of all shapes and sizes can be cut to specified dimensions using ANY of Keleen’s exceptional leathers and hair-on hides as the surface material. KLAD™ creates leather walls at installed prices far below stretch wall systems and woodwork panels with versatility unavailable in all of the other options.
HAIR ON HIDE RUGS

Standard Sizes: 5” x 7”  ·  6” x 9”  ·  8” x 10”  ·  12” x 12”

PATTERN Boxed Up
FEATURING Tropical Splash Caribbean Gold

Keleen Leathers hair on hide rugs can be fabricated using hides from our Coral Reef, Tropical Splash, and/or natural hair-on hide collections.

- Quick Ship is available for your fast track projects.
- Custom sizes and colors are offered.
- Rugs are provided with/without border.
  *Border options include finished leather or hair-on hide.

Contact us for a quote today.
PATTERN Brain Teaser
FEATURING Tropical Splash Lime

PATTERN Ultimate Checkers
FEATURING Coral Reef Iguana & Manatee

PATTERN Infinity Squared
FEATURING Coral Reef Starfish & Urchin
PATTERN Color Block
FEATURING Coral Reef Cockatoo, Dolphin, Stingray

PATTERN Scan It
FEATURING Coral Reef Collection

PATTERN Crossroads
FEATURING Coral Reef Eel, Sandbar, & Stingray
SPECIALITY RUGS
CUSTOMIZABLE SIZES AND STYLES AVAILABLE FOR YOUR PROJECTS.

GENUINE ZEBRA

SHEARLING

LUXURY

PLUSH WOOL
**GIGANTIC HAIR ON HIDE RUG**

*Available in Hair Parlor Color Splash, as shown below.*

**WHEN ONE HAIR ON HIDE RUG JUST ISN’T BIG ENOUGH...**

Our gigantic rugs are the solution! We can create a custom rug that is the perfect size for your space. Natural patterns, stencils, tropical splash, coral reef... options are endless. Rugs are complete with backing.

Order your **GIGANTIC RUG in...**

- Hair Parlor
- Natural Hair-On Hides
- Stenciled Hair-On Hides
COMPLETE COMFORT PILLOWS

MATERIAL OPTIONS & PILLOW IDEAS

Standard styles shown.

Brisa  Luxury  Plush Wool  Hair-on-Hide  Natural Shearling  Woven Goat  Leather

Size Any  •  Lead Time 2-4 Weeks  •  Fill Option Dacron or Down - 50/50 or 75/20